GISAXS (grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering) is a powerful method for structural characterization of materials. Although GISAXS measurements are very simple, the models describing the scattered intensity are often missing as the intensity strongly depend on the specific structure of the material. Here we present models [1,2] and computer program GisaxStudio for the structural characterization of nanostructured materials consisting of different quantum dot lattices by GISAXS. They enable the determination of the shape and arrangement properties of different nano-objects embedded in a matrix as well as their statistical distributions. GisaxStudio is a modular, multi-platform program written in Java programming language, featuring a graphical user interface, built-in optimization algorithms and visualization. The package contains two classes of models. The first one: GisaxStudio-3dLattice is aimed for the analysis of the materials consisting of 3D lattices of quantum dots or nanoparticles. The models included there are suitable for the materials produced by some of self-assembly processes. The second one: GisaxStudio-iBeaM, is suitable for the analysis of the materials modified by ion beams and all similar ones.
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Main window of GisaxStudio-iBeaM
One of the windows of the program GisaxStudio showing the experimental and simulated GISAXS maps. The parameters obtained by fit or used for the simulation appear below the images 
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